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I. Introduction 

The validity of the decision to build Saclay's 600 MeV electron linear accelera
tor (ALS) is substantiated by ten years of experimental work. By their novelty and 
scientific relevance the experiments achieved with its primary and secondary beams, 
on various experimental areas, have established that our laboratory is at the fore
front of nuclear physics at intermediate energies in the last decase. 

Several countries have been led to build - or to consider building - machines 
with similar or better characteristics than the ALS, at MIT (BATES), AMSTERDAM 
(NIXHEF;, MAINZ (MAMI) and SENDAI. 

This achievement is not accidental and is primarily due to the unique qualities 
of the electromagnetic probe for the detailed study of nuclear systems. On the one 
hand, the electromagnetic interaction is described by o n of the best grounded 
theories in physics, namely quantum electrodynamics, whose predictions have been 
verified to accuracies of order 10~ 9. On the other hand, electromagnetic interac
tion is carried by a lepton having no strong interaction with the target nuclei and 
capable of transferring large momenta to the target's elementary constituents. This 
decisive advantage explains the current trend to use lepton beams as much in nuclear 
physics as in particle physics. 

The ALS delivers an electron beam of 600 MeV, with 1 percent duty cycle and a mean 
intensity of 300 yA to six experimental areas : 

- The primary electron beam in a hall (HE1) for high resolution spectrometry 
(AE/E • 10"J') and the (e,e'p) coincidence experiment. 

- Three photon beams either monochromatic (obtained by annihilation in flight of 
positrons tagged or not, and tagged breosstrahlung beams) or from bremsstrahlung in 
the energy range from 20 to 600 MeV (LE and HE3 halls). 

- Two secondary IT- meson beams with energies between 15 and 100 MeV and a par
ticle flux of 106 sec"1 in Ap/p » 1 per cent. These channels are tunable to low 
energy muon beams whose pulsed structure is particularly remarkable. 

The duty cycle can be increased till 2 percent. In that case the maximum energy 
is around 450 MeV. 

The maximum energy was increased in last February to obtain 700 MeV but with a lo
wer duty cycle (0.5 percent). 

The report presents a review of experiments performed at the ALS with electron, 
photon, pion and muon beams, and shows the long range perspective of nuclear phy
sics in that domain. 



II. Review of experiments performed at the Saclay electron linear accelerator 
(ALS) 

A. Experiments performed with the electron beam 

1. Elastic scattering of electrons 

Elastic scattering of electrons at large momentum transfers is the most power
ful and precise way for studying certain properties of the ground state of the nu
cleus. From the variation of the cross section as a function of momentum transfer, 
one determines the charge and magnetization distributions. The previous generation 
of experiments had been limited by experimental considerations to maximum transfers 
of about 2.7 fm - 1. Because of the inverse relationship between momentum transfer 
and wavelength such experiments were insensitive to the density in the central re
gion of nucleus. The importance of being able to do measurements up to momentum 
transfers of 4 or 5 fm'1 in order to obtain detailed structure of these distribu
tions must be emphasized. The capability is presently the privilege of the ALS /I/. 

Besides the qualities of the accelerator (high energy and large intensity), the 
special oroperties of the "900" spectrometer - absence of background, excellent re
solution (̂  10~") and installation of a new energy loss system STRADIVARIUS 
(AE/E ̂  8 * 10~s) 111 make it the ideal tool for measuring very weak cross section 
(till 10~ 3 8 car :v~l atom"1) as well as separating the energies of the final sta
tes. 

a) The ground state charge distribution of closed shell nuclei 

In the case of a zero spin target nucleus, only the Coulomb form factor comes 
into play, which is the Fourier transform of the charge distributions. Its shape 
is very sensitive to the microscopic structure of the ground state inucleon-nucleon 
force, pairing effect, RPA. etc.) which can be described in the framework of the 
most recent Hartree-Fock calculations. 

Study of the nuclei 2 0 8 P b , 5 8Ni, "°Ca, 1 1 6Sn and 1 2 l ,Sn had been made up to a 
maximum transfer clos» to 4 fm~l 12/. The cross sections decrease by a factor lar
ger than IO 1 0 in this range of momentum transfer. Fig. 1 shows the charge densities 
deduced from a simultaneous fit to elastic electron scattering and muonic X-rays 
data. The experimental uncertainty in the density is of the order of 1 percent. 

The charge distributions are all characterized by a structure with weak detail. 
These contrast with the results of Hartree-Fock calculation using a density-depen
dent effective interaction. 
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Fig. 1 

b) The measurement of charge differences between neighbouring nuclei 

The charge difference between the isotopes of heavy nuclei is surprisingly well 
reproduced by all mean field calculations even though all these calculations pre
dict too much structure for the charge density of each nucleus. This implier that 
both the wave function of the last nucléon and the polarization induced in the nu
cleus by the addition of the last nucléon are correctly predicted by mean field 
calculation for a heavy nucleus. 

Elastic scattering cross sections of 502 MeV electrons on 2 0 * > 2 0 6 f 2 0 7 P b and 
2 0 5 T 1 /4/ were measured in a momentum transfer range between 1.4 and 2.6 fm~l. 

Fig. 2 shows the ratio of cross sec
tions of 2 0 S T 1 to 2 0 6Pb. The effect of 
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c) The determination of the shape of valence orbits by high aulcipolarity ma
gnetic electron scattering 

For odd-even nuclei with a ground state of angular momentum equal to the maxi
mum angular momentum of all occupied shells, the magnetic form factor at high mo
mentum transfer is almost entirely due to the intrinsic magnetization density of 
the unpaired nucléon. The highest magnetic multipole of the form factor can be iso
lated by elastic scattering at backward angles. This method can only be applied in 
a few particular cases and such orbitals have been studied in five f ?/ 2 and g,/2 

nuclei, namely " 9Ti, 5 1V, 5 9Co, 8 7Sr and 9 3Nb. Fig. 3 shows the magnetic form fac
tor of the lg, / 2 proton nrbit in 9 3Nb. The solid curve is a theoretical calculation 
and the dashed curves are the main contributions of the individual multipoles. 

Fig. 4 is a comparison of the 
radii deduced from these ex
periments for the f ?, 2 shell 
proton ( 5 1V) neutron ("9Ti) 
and the g . shell proton 
( 9 3Nb) neutron ( 8 7Sr) with 
theoretical mean field pre
diction from Negele and Vau-
therin (DME) HI, Campi and 
Spring (DDHF) /8/ and Déchar
gé and Gogny (DDHFB) /9/ i.e. 
the percentage deviations 
between the values of the rms 
radii of the lf 7; 2 and lg9/2 

shells found by magnetic elastic electron scattering and three different mean field 
calculations described in the text. The shaded area corresponds to the experimental 
uncertainty. 

The difference between experi
ment and theory is not very lar
ge, but significantly all the cal
culations predict radii that are iS 
larger than the experiment. * 
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d) The magnetic form factor of He 

In addition, the magnetic form fac
tor of 3He has been measured up to a 
•momentum transfer of 32 fm"2 corres
ponding to an energy of 690 MeV 
(Fig. 5) /10/. The diffraction mini
mum appears at 18 fm~z. The dashed 
line follows a calculation using 
Reid's potential in Faddeev's equa
tions. The solid line includes meso-
nic exchange currents. 

Fig. 5 
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2. Inelastic scattering of electrons 

a) The electrodisintegration of deuteron close to threshold 

The magnetic structure of the deuteron has been studied at momentum transfers 
ranging from 2.5 to 4.2 fa - 1. The inelastic cross section measured in the continu
um region, which corresponds to electrodisintegration of the deuteron close to 
threshold, is not reproduced by the impulse approximation model. This experiment 
is one of the most illuminating. By keeping the final neutron and proton at low 
relative energy, the interactions are forced far off shell, 
emphasizing pion exchange currents, the dominant one being 
shown in Fig. 6 /ll/. 

Fig. 6 
Y NJ 

Comparison of theory and experiment is shown in Fig. 7 • I 
/12/. It is the case of the electrodisintegration of the 
deuteron /5/ leading to a low-energy final n-p system. 
The good agreement between theory and experiment out to 
q2 ^ 16 fm"2 indicates either that there are no large modifications in the simple 
theory due to nucléon or pion size out to such momenta, or, that our equivalent re 
suits come from another description, say, in terms of quarks. 
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b) The inelastic scattering of electrons on heavy nuclei at high momentum 
transfer 

One can analyse the detailed structure of the transition densities, only if one 
measures the cross sections at high transfers. Some well separated levels of cer
tain isotopes of Ge (70,72,74,76) have been studied up to 2.6 fm~l, of certain 
isotopes of Sm (144,148,150,152,154) up to 3.5 ftn"1 and of 2 0 8 P b up to 3.5 fnT1. 

Thus ic has been possible to analyse the rotational band 0 , 2 , 2 and 4 of 
Ge (Fig. 8 shows the case of 7 SGe /13/, 0*, 2*, 4* and 6* of Sm /14/. 

For the first excited 3~ state of 2 0 8 P b the experimental transition density 
presents smoother oscillations than predicted by an Hartree-Fock calculation 
using a density dependent force and including RPA correlations (Fig. 9) /15/. 

c) The deep inelastic electron scattering 

In a deep inelastic experiment on 1 2C, the excitation function has been measu
red for a region of excitation energies between 30 and 360 MeV, including the qua
si elastic peak and the beginning of the (3.3) resonance. 

The longitudinal response function R. and the transverse one R_ at [qi ! * 400 
MeV/c are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 respectively /16/. In both cases the separation 
was achieved using two different sets of data : 60*-145° and 90°-145°. The shape of 
R. is consistent with calculations by Y. Kawazoe /17/. The integral of !L at jq[ 
near 2 k_ is found to be equal at 80 7. of the expected value predicted by indepen-
dent particle model. 
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When we reach higher values of u, we reach a region dominated by pion electro-
production and the cross section is sensitive to meson exchange currents and to pro
pagation of the A in the nucleus /18/. 



3. The present status of (e.e'p) experiment at Sac lay 

a) The (e.e'p) reactions 

This reaction allows to study the properties of one-particle states including 
deep lying levels of the nucleus. It is then possible to obtain the impulse dis
tribution of the nucléons in the various shells, their separation energies, their 
kinetic energies and the occupation numbers of these shells. Compared to the reac
tion (p,2p), the reaction (e,e'p) presents the undeniable advantage of avoiding 
any distortion in the initial state. Moreover, the ALS provides an electron beam of 
sufficiently high energy so that the final proton can have a kinetic energy of 
about 100 MeV, thus minimizing the final state interaction. This reaction provides 
a direct confirmation of the shell structure of the nucleus. 

The (e,e'p) reaction is being studied at the ALS in a coplanar kinematics, by 
detecting in coincidence the scattered electron and the outgoing proton in the fo
cal planes of two magnetic spectrometer the momenta of which reach "600" and "900" 
MeV/c. The range of missing energies extends up to 100 MeV and that of analysed mo
menta up to 300 MeV/c. 

Measurements of the cross section have been made in various kinematical condi
tions to test the reaction mechanism and the validity of the distortion correc
tions /19/. 

The analysis of all the data for intermediate nuclei leads to some important and 
general remarks : 

- The shape of the momentum distributions, the position, and the signature of 
the first hole state peaks are in quantitative agreement with predictions. But the 
extraction of total occupation probability always leads to number smaller than 1, 
even in deuterium : 2D : 0.85, 1 2 C : 0.58, 2 8Si : 0.69, '•"Ca : 0.81, S 8Ni : 0.94. 

- The energy weight Ko1 tun sum rule estimation /20/ which connects the total 
energy per proton E_/Z to the mean values of kinetic and separation energies exhi
bits an experimental discrepancy of about 2 or 3 MeV in the range of 60 MeV separa
tion energy and 300 MeV/c initial proton momentum. 

b) Results concerning the deuteron 

The study of the reaction d(e,e'p) has been carried out at 500 MeV for two va
lues of the transferred momentum : 1.75 and 2.25 fm"1. The impulse distribution has 
been measured up to 340 MeV/c. This has permitted an analysis of the wave function 
of deuterium and especially of the nucleon-nucleon medium range interaction. Fig. 1 
compares the momentum distribution obtained in the impulse approximation, neglec
ting the final state interaction, to various predictions from different nucleon-nu-
cieon potential : Reid, Tourreil, Paris, with and without D-state admixture. The 
percentage of this admixture varies between 5.5 and 7 % /21/. It seems that the 
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c) The proton spectral function in He 

The 3He(e,e'p) cross section has been measured at Saclay at 530 MeV 1111 with an 
energy resolution of 1.4 MeV allowing to clearly separate in the excitation overall 
spectrum the contributions from 2-body and 3-body 
break-up, as shown in Fig. 13. Preliminary recoil 
momentum distributions for these two channels are 
given in Fig. 14 and compared with the Dieperink 
spectral function /23/ integrated over the corres
ponding range (the curve). 
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r 3. Results concerning * 2C, '*0 and 2s-Id shell nuclei 

For the l 2 C and l s 0 nuclei, the Is and 2p states are well separate and clearly 
identifiable by the shape of their nomentum distribution as is shown in the case of 
1 4 0 on Fig. IS. Fig. 16 /24/ shows the aomentun distribution for the ground state 
of the recoil nucleus (p x/ 2) *nd for a large excitated energy (38-90 MeV). 
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4. The eiectroproduction of positive pion on hydrogen 

The >iot. form factor and thus its radius can be determined from the measurement 
of Che TT+ eleccroproduction cross section on hydrogen. The kinematical domain has 
been chosen to allow Che independent variation of momentum transfer (from 1 to 1.7 
fa"') and the fraction of Longitudinal protons (between 0.15 and 0.65'). Thus the 
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separation of the transverse and longitudinal components of tho cross section has 
been obtained for the fir.c time. Due to the kinematical range covered, the Cera 
corresponding to the pion pole could be isolated. The analysis of the result yields 
a pion radius of 0.74 ± 0.12 fa /2S/. 

B. Experiments performed with the photon beams 

1. Photonuclear reactions below 140 M'V 

I shall not develop this part because Roland Sergire /25/ talk is just on that 
subject. 

I only want to say that since 1*74, the aim of the study undertaken in the Low 
Energy room at the ALS is essentially to complete the total photonuclear absorp
tion measurements in the region between 35 and 140 MeV. 

For the measurements one combines the use of a variable energy quasi monochro
matic photon beam, oroduced by in-flight annihilation of monoenergetic positrons, 
and the detection of the emitted photoneutrons in a very efficient 4ir detector. 

2. Photonuclear reaction at higher energy 

At intermediate energies, the medium range part of the elementary N-N interac
tion begins to be felt. Therefore the coupling to one or many pions channels : NNrr, 
etc. must also be taken into account. In the region of energy available to the ALS 
and up to the GeV region, the NNir interaction is dominated by the two-body A-N in
teraction. The electromagnetic probe has special advantage for creating a A in the 
nucleus in the neighbourhood of a nucléon. Indeed the creation mechanism is well 
understood and the A-N interaction in the final state can be studied. 

a) The photodisintegration of 3He and "He 

Differential cross section for the reactions 3He(y,p)d and *He(y,p)t were measu
red /26/ at proton cm. angles of 60° and 90 s for photon energies ranging from 150-
450 MeV with an average resolution of 8 MeV. Bremsstrahlung was used as the photon 
source ; deuterons/tritons were analyzed in a magnetic spectrometer whereas coinci
dent protons were detected in a plastic scintillator telescope. In addition , par
tial data on the differential cross section of Che reaction "He(y,n)T at 90° and 
120° neutron cm. angle were measured. 

As an example Fig. 17 shows the 3He(y,d)p differential cross section ac 3 • 90° 
? 

cm. (docs : Saclay /2b/, crosses : Saskatchewan /27/, stars : Illinois /M/, 
squares : Caltech /28/, triangles : Frascati /29/). The radiative capture of p on 
deuteron, related through the detailed balance, are not in agreement 730/. 
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b) The photoproduction of * on Light eleaencs near threshold 

The experiaentai technique utilized for * photoproduction Measurement consists 
in the determination of the ir yield for the reaction 

Y * <A,Z) - (A,Z-l) • v 

relative to the one of the hydrogen 

Y • ? - n • T ./3i/ 

The very lov energy pions stop in the reaction target and the positrons of the 
i — u •*• e decay chain are counted in Cerenkov detectors after the beaa burst. The 
energy dependent ir* production cross section is dominated by Che Sommerfcld factor 
and by phase space ; it can be parametrized *s 

0 - a(A,Z)S J . 

The quantity a(A,Z) is a slowly varying function, which can be consi
dered as a constant in che few first MeV above threshold at Irast for 
light nuciei ; q and k are the pion and photon momenta in the :.a. sys
tem and S describes the effect of the Coulomb repulsion- One can extract tne ratio 



r a(A,Z)'a with a precision of a few percent. Using this cechnique "l-i , 31, , iie ; Ji, , 
sLi /34/ have been studied at Saclay. 

Fig. 18 shows the measured TT+photoproduction yields per nucleus as a function of 
the excess energy above threshold in the laboratory system for hydrogen and *He. 
Solid lines are the calculated yields giving the best fit to the experimental data 
and Fig. 19 shows the cross section of the (yir ) reaction on 3He deduced from this 
experiment : as a function of the excess energy above threshold in the laboratory 
system. The shaded area represents the experimental error taking into account the 
uncertainty both of this experiment and that of a_ » 4ir|E_+(nir )| . The experimental 
values of a(A,2)/a are presented in table 1. 

Table 1 

Target Experimental values 

2H a./a - 0.159 ± 0.004 d p 
3He a 3„ /a - 0.62 ± 0.02 ne p 
6Li a 6 T./a = 0.098 ± 0.004 Li p 

2 3 ^ 
E e - E f h <MeV) 

Fig. 18 
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Fig. 19 

c) The photoproduction of ÏÏ° near threshold on hydrogen , deuterium, 3He and "He 

Relative measurements of ïï° photoproduction yields have been performed on 'H, 
2H, 3He and "He in the region of 1 to 10 MeV above threshold /35/. 

Fir- 20 shows these yields as a function of the end point of the Bremsstrahlung 
spectrum used E . The curves are the theoretical yields computed in a simplified 
distorted wave impulse approximation model and adjusted to the data up to 6 MeV 
above threshold. 

It is important to notice that large rescattering effects are brought to eviden
ce in deuterium and 3He making the extraction of precise values for the dipole pho
toproduction amplitudes on nucléons strongly dependent of the theoretical descrip
tion of the processes. 
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d) The study of the TT photoproduction on the neutron in a nucleus 

Let us consider the reaction y • nucleus -*• p + IT + recoiling nucleus, and com
pare it to elementary reaction y + n -»• p •'• ir . It is quite easy experimentally to 
detect the two charged particles in the final state and to determine the kinema
tics. In this case the momentum transfer is the momentum of the recoil nucleus. 
Therefore a differential measurement is necessary to determine its value and to se
parate the non-quasifree mechanisms from the dominant quasifree contribution. 

We began with the *He(y,pïï ) reaction and found two anomalies consistent with 
dibaryonic masses of 2.16 GeV and 2.24 GeV lib/. But we can always have difficul
ties to know the excitation value of the (ppn) or 3He recoil nucleus. 

The study of the yD •* ppir reaction is inte
resting since the experiment allows the measurement 
of the recoiling nucléon momentum and in such case 
the quasifree mechanism can be separated from the 
non quasifree one and the cross section of the ele
mentary reaction yn •* ptr can be determined (Fig. 

? if l̂ i 21) /37/ (full circles : CERN, open triangles 
^?20. pu i VL 
3 W Jrw Berkeley). 
5 
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r e) Search for dibaryonic resonance of small nass 

Using the bremsstrahlung photon bean of the ALS the reaction y •»• D-*-~ • p + p 
was investigated in an exclusive experiment and in an inclusive one. 

a) The exclusive experiment /38/. In that case we detected the emitted pion in 
coincidence with one of the two protons. In that experiment we kept constant the 
recoil momentum p_, the invariant mass Q„ of the proton and pion detected and the 
angle ID of the pion relative to the incident photon in the pion nucléon rest frame. 
We varied only the angle 8 of the recoiling proton and hence the photon energy E . 

K y 
In Figs. 22 and 23 we have plotted the measured counting rate divided by the 

prediction of the first order quasifree model (impulse approximation) f(9_). For a 
small value of p_ (pD • 50 MeV/c) the quasifree approximation is excellent : f(6_) - I. But for p„ - 150 MeV/c and Q„ 

R K NTT 
1246 it fails completely to reproduce 

the data as well as the second order calculation taking into account the rr and p 
rescattering. 

At the present time the discrepancy around 400 MeV is difficult to explain in 
term of contributions from rescattering processes, such as the AN scattering /39/. 
This rapid variation of the cross section around 400 MeV, with an observed width 
of the order of 40 MeV, put forward the possible existence of a two-baryon resonance. 
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8) The inclusive experiment / 4 0 / . A more inc lus ive experiment, less sens i t ive to 
possible in ter ference ef fec ts consisted in studying the y * D -» p + X reac t ion with 
phocon energies around 400 MeV. When the angle 8 and the momentum p of the proton 



are determined, the cross section as a function of E is expected to behave as 
shown schematically in Fig. 24a (FD : photodisintegration peak, centered at an 
energy E (8,p) , E , : pion photoproduction threshold, QFR : quasifree produc
tion and DB : possible dibaryonic resonance). Fig. 24b shows the activation yield 
for a bremsstrahlung spectrum as a function of the end point energy. 

Fig. 25 shows a part of the measured yield of 
the D(y,p)X reaction as a function of the brems-
strahlung end point energy E_ after subtraction of 
the D(y,p)n contribution. The arrows indicate the 
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sents the calculated non resonance contribution on
ly. The solid curve includes a resonance at 390 MeV 
with a width of 40 MeV. The qua.sifree «scattering 
model (QFR) is unable to account for the rapid' varia
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New data obtained this year show the exis
tence of an another resonance for E » 490 
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MeV and a width of about 20 MeV. 
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f) Photon total absorption until 500 MeV 

This year one of the high energy room (HE B) is equipped with a tagged anni
hilation photon beam. This equipment should allow the systematic measurement of 
photon total absorption cross sections between 150 and 500 MeV in very good expe
rimental conditions. 



C. Experiments performed with the pion beam 

1. A systematic program of reaction cross section measurements on the proton 
and few nucléons systems was started as early as 1971 (a Clermont-Saclay collabora
tion) and will continue for the next two years. The mastering of e - and \iz contami
nation of the beam and the monitoring system used have made possible the most accu
rate absolute measurements presently workable at these energies. 

a) Pion-nucleou scattering /42/ 

. TT p cross sections h w e been measured between 20 and 100 MeV with an accuracy 
of 2 to 6 " whereas experimental data were almost absent in this energy region. S 
and P phase-shifts for the isospin state 3/2 have been extracted, improving subs
tantially the precision on the corresponding a., a.., a,_ scattering lengths. 

. A range spectrometer is now used to detect low energy ir~ with a resolution of 
2 MeV. Data taken on IT p •+• IT p scattering are being analysed, from which the poorly 
known S and P phase-shifts in isospin state 1/2 will be extracted along with the 
scattering lengths a., a.., a... Together, the results on ir p and IT p will provide 
a new independent estimate of the a~ constant and should considerably improve the 
precision on the a„„ term that measures the chiral symmetry breaking ; existing va
lues derived from higher energy experiments seem incompatible with the most elabo
rate models of TT-nucleon interaction. 

. A single measurement of the reaction IT p •+• TT°n at 180° directly yielded the 
constant a" » 1/3 (a.-a_) * 0.090 ± 0.05 m" 1, in very good agreement with the pre
dicted value of chiral symmetry. 

8) Pion-deuteron scattering /43/ 

+ . The cross sections for ïï~d •*• ïï_d between 25 MeV and 65 MeV and for IT d -* pp 
between 25 and 100 MeV have been measured with the same spectrometer. The capture 
ïï d - pp is the simplest pion absorption nuclear reaction : it is of fundamental 
importance for the understanding of the absorption mechanism. Comparison of these 
data to the above mentioned three body calculations is awaited with interest. 

y) Pion-helium scattering /44/ 

. Studies of elastic scattering and of some absorptive channels on the helium 
isotopes (3He and "He) have been started this year. Some specific nuclear structure 
effects in these nuclei will be ascertained : spin pairing, spin distribution of 
3He, absorption of the real pion by isoscalar and isovector pairs, or by a cluster 
in the case of "He. 



2. The radiative capture channel TT-p •*• NY has been studied between 15 and 100 
MeV /45/, with an accuracy of about 10 Z. This reaction is the inverse to TT photo-
production on the neutron which cannot be directly measured. It complements the TT 
and TT° photoproduction data on the proton in the energy region equivalent to E » 
160 to 250 MeV. These results can be directly compared to the TT~ photoproduction 
measurements on the deuterium also done in our laboratory. 

3. A number of experiments aiming to study the mechanism of reactions involving 
pion absorption have been made 

a) 1 2C(TT .p)11!} : absorption of a f at rest with the emission of a single pro
ton. The probability per stopped pion was found to be very weak : 3.4 ± 0.8 * 10-1* 
/46/. 

8) I S0(ÎT ,p) 1 50 with pions captured in flight at 66 MeV, by a group from Orsay 
/47/, as a test of theoretical descriptions of the poorly known (TT ,p) process. 

Y) A systematic study of nuclear fragmentation by TT at rest or in flight has 
been made on various targets : Fe, Si, Ni. Two types of experiments have been car
ried out : in the first, one particle only was detected (Y»P or He ion) ; in the 
second, a nuclear Y ray was detected in coincidence with a pion, a proton or a neu
tron. These experiments have shown that the low energy pion interaction with the 
studied nuclei was dominated by absorption. A sizeable fraction of the total energy 
was dissipated during the evaporation phase leading mostly to the emission of pro
tons and neutrons. The energy spectra and multiplicities for these two types of 
particles were measured for 2 8Si and 6 0Ni target». No available model agrees quan
titatively with the experimental results, although the exciton model seems the 
most appropriate. 

This work shows that the incoming pion energy region between 10 and 50 MeV seems 
to provide the most efficient test and to be the best suited to understand the role 
of absorption in ïï-nucleus interaction. For stopped TT the capture orbitals could 
be identified by detecting the corresponding pionic X-rays. Finally it should be 
mentioned that this systematic study remains practically the only one in this do
main, because of difficulties encountered at other pion facilities /48,49/. 

D. Experiments performed with muon beams 

The weak interaction has been one of the most studied subjects of these last 
years, both experimentally and theoretically. For instance, S disintegration and 
muon capture experiments are used to enhance our knowledge of the structure and 
symmetry properties of the hadronic current. Fundamental hypotheses such as CVC 
and PCAC have been tested, second class currents have been sought for, the dynamic 



properties of nuclei have been analysed, especially in order to understand the role 
of mesonic degrees of freedom. 

In this framework a systematic study has developed on the two muon channels of 
the ALS for the u capture in hydrogen, the nuclei of the lp shell and l 6 0 . In ad
dition, a very accurate measurement of the TT lifetime has been made. The experi
ments have been made in collaboration with groups from CERN, Bologna, Louvain and 
Lyon's IFN. All have taken advantage of the pulsed time structure of the accelera
tor and especially of the ability to obtain short pulses (2 to 3 us) which are uni
que features of the ALS's muon beams. 

The S disintegration of the u is a purely leptonic weak interaction. The univer 
sal coupling constant of the weak interaction can thus be directly deduced from the 
u + lifetime which has been measured with a high accuracy : 2.197187 ± 0.000117 us 
/50/. 

The U capture in hydrogen or other nuclei is a semi-leptonic interaction invol
ving the hadronic current. The latter is considered as a dynamical variable for 
which various hypotheses are made : conservation of the vector part (CVC) and iso-
triplet hypothesis, partial conservation of the axial part (PCAC), current (or 
charge) algebra. These hypotheses are interpreted as an approximate invariance of 
the strong interaction under the chiral symmetry group. The second one settles the 
scale of the spontaneous breaking of this symmetry and predicts the pseudo-scalar 
form factor. For the latter only the u capture rate in hydrogen provides an unam
biguous determination. The relative scaling of the axial and vector current is also 
fixed unambiguously from current algebra. 

The importance of the PCAC hypothesis has induced the undertaking at the ALS of 
an accurate measurement of this observable. It was obtained by comparing U and u" 
lifetimes with an accuracy better than 3 * 10~ s, using a highly purified liquid 
hydrogen target /51/. Taking into account a preliminary measurement of the transi
tion rate between the pup ortho and para molecular states /52/, the measured cap
ture rate of 460 ± 20 s"1 agrees with current theoretical predictions /53/. The ex
perimental apparatus which required a large technical investment, will also be used 
to measure the u capture rate in deuterium. 

The use of weak interaction processes in nuclei is a precise mean to study the 
nuclear dynamics provided a certain number of observables are already available. 
Thus, in B-decay and muon capture the observables have a selective dependence not 
only on the nucleonic degrees of freedom but also on the mesonic degrees of free
dom. It must be emphasized that the latter induce a large increase of the time com
ponent of the axial current, due to the contribution of the current algebra commu
tator, which can be interpreted as a consequence of a spontaneous breaking of the 
chiral symmetry. 

The two nuclei, 1 6 0 and l 2C present respectively a 0 *-+ 0 and 0 «->• 1 tran
sition particularly suited for making this effect prominent and for studying the 
role of Che wave functions. Measurements of the partial capture rates and of Che 
polarization have been made at the ALS. The experimental results obtained for the 
two nuclei as well for u" capture as for c-decay are compacible wich a strong re-



normalization of the time component of the axial current. It has also permitted a 
very selective choice among the available wave functions /54-59/. 

Finally, muonic atom experiments have been made on seven isotopes of samarium 
IdOl. Among the results obtained are the charge distribution parameters of the nu
cleus and, in certain cases, the static and dynamic nuclear quadrupole momenta. 
These experiments provide a useful complement Co the analysis of electron scatte
ring data. 

III. Long range future 

A. Higher energy and duty cycle 

The long range perspectives of nuclear physics are those of a fully evolved 
science, where the dynamics of the nucleus are tackled not only in terms of nu
cléons but also in terms of mesons and, more recently, in terms of quarks and glu-
ons. 

With its present features, the ALS has already helped to lift the veil covering 
this physics. A more suitable tool is essential to uncover more of its unknown as
pects. We will describe the limitations of the ALS for the type of experiments pre
sently done and sketch the possibilities offered by a larger duty cycle and a 
higher energy. 

1. Why a high duty cycle? 

All high intensity electron accelerators prior to the ALS had small duty cycle 
(= 10~ 3). With a duty cycle of 1 to 2 7., the ALS made a considerable progress in 
this regard. However, instantaneous intensities remain too high. To avoid excessi
ve noise pile-up in Che detectors, chose consist of well protected and closed spec
trometers with small solid angles. Therefore, detection efficiency is relatively 
low. Moreover, coincidence experiments are limited by the counting rate of acciden
tal events. For both reasons, a 100 Z duty cycle would be a considerable improve
ment. 

2. Why increasing the energy? 

Besides a large four momentum transfer, a general argument in favour of an acce
lerator of higher energy is the possibility offered to have phocons exchanged in a 
wider range of polarization. Useful to cover for various excitations of the nu
cléon the (q2,£) plane where q : is the squared momentum transfer and e the longitu
dinal polarization of the virtual photon we need about 1.5 GeV. Fig. 26 shows the 
kinematic region of the (q2,e) plane covered for various W excitations of the nu-



I c3eoc by electron scattering, for two values E n of the incoming electron energy. 
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B. Domains open to such a machine 

What would be the possibilities opened by a machine having 2 GeV maximum energy, 
duty cycle to 100 Z and 100 uA beam intensity. 

1. Measurement of nuclear form factor 

a) Electron scattering 

Electron scattering experiments performed at the ALS have shown that nuclear den
sities are determined with good accuracy only when momentum transfers of the order 
of 4 fm~l are reached. In order to obtain a spatial resolution R of the order of 
.15 fm higher transfers must be reached the maximum value of which being about 
1.5/R, that is 10 fm - 1. 

S) Pion electroproduction at threshold 

Variation of the axial nuclear form factor as a function of four-momentum trans
fer could be determined through the reaction (e,e'ïï~). On the other hand, the mat
ter form factor could be deduced from the reaction (e.e'n0) in the case of light 
even-even nuclei and, to a lesser extent, in the 2M and 3He nuclei with detection 
of the recoil nucleus. Such experiments are not feasible at the ALS because of its 
too small duty cycle. 
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2. Measurements of impulse distributions 

(e,e'N) reactions are the best to measure the impulse distributions of a bound 
nucléon in the nucleus. In such experiments, where the scattered electron and the 
outgoing nucléon are detected in coincidence, a high duty cycle is again of fore
most importance. A factor from 10 to 100 on the lowest cross sections presently 
measurable would permit reaching the region where short range interactions begin to 
play an important role. 

Another field of research should be pointed out, namely reactions of the type 
(e,e'2N), a direct method for measuring nucleon-nucleon correlations, first step 
towards multiple coincidence experiments. Here again we are faced with the fore
most importance of high duty cycle. 

3. A-nucleon interaction and nuclear excited states (dibaryons?) 

The interest for a wide scanning of the (q2,e) plane appears clearly if one tries 
to extend to virtual photons the experiments performed at the ALS with real pho
tons. This could be made through the (e,e'p), (e,e'ïï) and (e,e'pir) exclusive reac
tions. Possible separation of the transverse and longitudinal components will allow 
the study of the A-nucleon interaction and that of the form factor of highly exci
ted states. 

4. Meson electro- or photoproduction on the proton 

Pion elc!troproduction on the nucléon would allow an accurate study of the ope
rator describing this elementary reaction. The measurement of baryonic resonance 
form factors could also be refined. 

High quality monochromatic photon beams would allow studying heavy meson pho
toproduction, either strange (K) or non-strange (p,ui) from which the as yet badly 
known corresponding form factors could be extracted. 

C. Conclusion 

The interest of a 2 GeV accelerator with a large duty cycle seems already evi
dent if one wants to pursue a detailed study of mesonic degrees of freedom and 
partly unveil the quark and gluon degrees of freedom. This machine would therefore 
permit nuclear physics to make an important advance towards the understanding of 
nuclear structure at very short distances and hadronic physics in general. However, 
it is possible that the harvest of experimental results and the progress of theory 
in Che coming years will require the need of a higher energy machine. 



Whithout any doubt all the european cocnmnity of nuclear physicists would be 
greatly stimulated by the prospect of recovering an "avant-garde" position at the 
core of the physics of the infinitesimaliy small. 
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